Quantitative magnetic detection of finger movements in patients with Parkinson's disease.
To develop a new measurement tool for quantitatively detecting the finger movement of a patient with Parkinson's disease (PD), we designed a magnetic sensing system consisting of a magnetic induction coil, a sensing coil, and a circuit unit. The sensing coil detects the inducted magnetic field that varies with the distance between the two coils, and the detected signals are demodulated in the circuit unit in order to obtain the variation voltage from the oscillation frequency. To obtain a coefficient for converting voltage to distance, we measured the output voltages for seven fixed finger positions of 12 normal volunteers. The voltage differences corresponding to the finger movement in 20 PD patients, six age-matched controls, and 12 normal volunteers were then recorded for 30s. To investigate the velocity and acceleration of the finger movement, we calculated their waveforms from the measured displacement waveform. We also detected the main frequency of the tapping rhythm by using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The averaged amplitude of each waveform decreased with the disorder in the Hoehn-Yahr (HY) stage, while the averaged tapping frequency of PD patients did not have any correlation with this stage. It can be concluded that this magnetic sensing system can assess finger movement quantitatively.